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Torch -B earer to Light the Way:
T he Life of M yrtle Fillmore

by Neal Vahle
The author’s careful research has uncovered
previously hidden nuances in Myrtle Fillmore’s
inspiring life, including new insights into her
philosophy and teachings.
$14.95, softcover, 302 pp., #85
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M yrtle Fillmore’s H ealing Letters

by Myrtle Fillmore
These timeless messages of strength and
inspiration give you enlightened ideas about health,
prayer, aging, spirituality, and more.
$7.95, hardcover, 152 pp., ISBN 0-87159-103-0, #83
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U nity

by Thomas E. Witherspoon
This dynamic biography gives a moving account of
the history of Unity and includes some of Myrtle’s
personal thoughts, favorite affirmations, and samples
of her inspiring poetry.
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How t o L et God H elp You

by Myrtle Fillmore
Mrs. Fillmore’s inspirational personal writings
are directed toward establishing a loving relationship
with God. New Unity Classic Library edition.
$11.95, hardcover, 203 pp., ISBN 0-87159-256-8, #142
Please use the convenient order form on page 79.

Editor
It was 1955; he was 20 and still negotiating for
use of the family car. It was time, he thought, to
get his own wheels. The 1936 Ford coupe for sale
with a rumble seat looked like a gem, and it was
only $225. The problem was he didn’t have all the
money. So with $30 down and some creative
financing from his old man, he purchased the
19-year-old car. Little did he know he was
entering upon that great endeavor— the long
standing human enterprise to preserve things ...
which rust.
It would be many years before the full import
of this would sink in. I would spend countless
hours sanding and fixing and painting. I would
replace the mechanical brakes with hydraulic ones
from a 1939 model. I would replace the engine
with one from a 1942 model. I was in my early
twenties, and the car became my whole focus,
drawing me into the realm of bodywork and new
floorboards and new crankshaft bearings and ...
rust. Neighbors grumbled seeing the car sitting on
blocks in various stages of repair. My human
relationships suffered from neglect. My quality of
life was centered around a “bucket of bolts.” Only
later would I realize how much energy and time I
was pouring into a well of rapid depreciation.
I was learning firsthand something Jesus had
made a point about: “Do not store up for
yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust
consume” (Mt. 6:19). That life is full of things
which rust and depreciate is nothing new. And it
isn’t that fixing things which “rust” is not a good
thing, especially as physical changes overtake us

Can You
“Af-Ford”
to Spend
Your Time on
Depreciation?

and we find ourselves standing before our mirrors exclaiming,
Who’s that?” Many of us will spend lots of energy and time
figuring out how to fix what sags, creaks, and wrinkles.
But as the old Pennsylvania Dutch saying had it, “Ve grow too
soon old, und too late schmart.” Throughout life, the simple but
often-hidden question that comes up in every issue asks us to find
what is enduring, even permanent. What is going to make a
difference, say, five hundred years from now?
We have grown so used to spending our material and spiritual
capital on short-term payoffs. In fact, we are so used to buying
things that depreciate that we have worked depreciation into our
yearly tax computations. Some things, of course, last longer than
others. The fireworks that we spend so much on to celebrate an
event are gone before we know it, their energy presumably
transformed into the fleeting delight of celebration. On the other
hand, that education we invest in or the love we give will last a
lifetime, blessing everything we do.
It is these differences in what endures that inspire the Nazarene
to ask, “Is not life more than food, and the body more than
clothing?” (Mt. 6:25) Isn’t life more than that which is perishable
and depreciates? With these words, Jesus points toward the real
direction for life itself: to discover what is lasting, even eternal, and
to pay attention to that with our minds, to pursue that with our
energy, to fund that with our resources, and to make that our souls’
axis. And so we find the author of that famous New Testament
hymn to love proclaiming, “Love never ends.” Everything else ends,
but love, says this discoverer, “bears all things, believes all things,
hopes all things, endures all things” (1 Cor. 13:7-8).
Everyday life presents us with a banquet of possibilities upon
which to spend the capital of our time and energy. Doesn’t it make
sense to choose the most enduring— “where neither moth nor rust
consumes”? (Mt. 6:20) Would this not transform your life and the
world? ■

An ordained Unity minister, Philip White also holds a master of divinity degree. His thirty-five
years of service at Unity School include director of Unity's Continuing Education Program, dean
of education for Unity School for Religious Studies, and editor of Unity Magazine.

The spiritual
Journey

Jim Rosemergy

I entered ministerial school after having been
to only a half-dozen Unity church services. The
good news is that I did not have to unlearn many
concepts because I knew so little. Needless to say,
an extensive Unity involvement is now required
before a person may enter the ministerial
program.
I remember sitting in class over twenty-five
years ago learning about the prosperity principles
that govern our lives. Tithing was taught as a
practice of giving 10 percent of my income to the
channel of my spiritual good. As I listened to the
teacher talk about this principle, I silently
acknowledged that I had never tithed. Well, I
thought, if I’m going to teach this ideal, I had
better see if it works. So Nancy and I began
tithing. Quite frankly, we were rather financially
focused in our approach. We said that we would
tithe and see if our income increased. If it did,
we would conclude that tithing worked. If our
income did not increase, we would have our
doubts about tithing.
In an amazingly short time, our income grew.
We were delighted, but then we faced the “wall.”
This is the time when there does not appear to be
enough money to pay the bills and tithe also. For
us, the stress mounted when an unexpected tax
bill arrived. We decided to continue to tithe
while not knowing how we would pay the bill.
The answer came in prayer and meditation as I
was guided to sell a gun I had purchased before I
went to Vietnam. The income from the sale of

To Tithe
or Not
to Tithe?

the weapon matched the tax bill to the penny. Facing the “wall,”
Nancy and I learned a valuable lesson about standing on principle.
However, more changes lay ahead.
On my spiritual journey, I came to believe that spiritual things
transcend outer behavior such as the action of giving 10 percent of
our income to a channel of our spiritual good. Today, I don’t think
of tithing as the act of giving; I believe tithing is a consciousness of
“God first.” It is putting God first in all areas of our lives. When
something wonderful happens and we say “Thank You, God,” we
are putting God first. When a challenge comes and we look for
God in the midst of the situation, we are tithing. When our prayer
time is the most important time of the day, we are putting God
first. We are tithing.
As a minister in the field, I ceased teaching tithing as giving
10 percent of our income and started teaching that it is a
consciousness or attitude that puts God first in all areas of our lives.
The “God first” consciousness manifests itself when we let go of
being right and are willing to forgive. We put God first when we
cease trying to control our lives or the lives of others and begin to
embrace the mystery and let life unfold.
This expanded view of tithing does not excuse us from putting
God first in our finances. Sometimes we think: If I tithe, it will be
my financial ruin; I won’t have enough money to pay the bills. I
understand the statement. I’ve made it myself. However, the real
statement is this: If I put God first, it will be my financial ruin.
Now, that is a blatant lie. Putting God first will bring us security
that transcends the world. Putting God first is the heart of the
spiritual journey. ■

Jim Rosemergy is an ordained Unity minister and executive vice president of Unity School of
Christianity. Jim has written numerous articles for Unity Magazine as well as the books The Quest
for Meaning, A Daily Guide to Spiritual Living, and A Recent Revelation.
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Last spring I fulfilled a long-held
wish. I got to visit the Texas Hill
Country, to sit among the flowers
and watch a sunrise.
Sitting among the flowers in that
area of Texas doesn’t mean sitting
in a small garden, surrounded by
a few blooms. Instead it means
being in the middle of expansive
fields and among gentle hills that
are covered with thousands and
thousands of wildflowers.

B y JA N

D e v r ie s

Tourists usually see the flowers just from their car windows
as they snake their way along curvy roads in a procession of
traffic. Every time I saw the carpets of color through a car
window, I envisioned myself among the flowers, watching the
sun cut through the horizon.
That’s why it was so special when friends who own a ranch
there asked me to visit. Alone, in a private field, I got to see
the sun come up in a sea of Texas bluebonnets. Sitting among
the blossoms, I felt unencumbered—baptized by the beauty
surrounding me. I knew at that moment I was experiencing
life as it was meant to be—peaceful and happy. I realized that
I was enjoying prosperity at one of its finest moments.
It may seem strange that
rolling hills, sweeping
pastures, and flowers spoke
to me about prosperity, but
then, nature and solitude
have often been my best
teachers. I’ve found they
always give honest lessons,
ones that reach to the core
of what I need to learn. And
what I needed to learn was
about real prosperity—how
true prosperity isn’t about
money, how true prosperity
is always among us.

Prosperity,
I came to see,
is really a state of

consciousness.

Noticing the Abundance We Are Among

As I sat in the silence looking at the expanse of flowers
around me, I couldn’t help but draw a parallel between the
acres of blossoms encompassing me and the abundance that
surrounds all of us every day. The truth is that each day we
arise to a virtual paradise of abundance, even though we don’t
often see it as such. During each 24-hour period, we are
offered beauty, opportunity, and experiences of potential. We
get to choose the extent to which we will see ourselves as part
of them and enjoy and participate in them.
The loveliness of the Hill Country reminded me that God

makes only good. It’s when I make the decision to step away
from “the good,” from God, that my life gets muddled and
difficult.
I smiled, thinking about how upset I had been at myself for
forgetting to refill the gasoline can on the night I was ready to
mow the lawn. I had to make a change in my schedule and
drive to the gas station, and I wasn’t a bit happy about it.
Upon arriving, however, I met a friend who had just recently
moved back to the area.
The lesson was obvious. Instead of going with the flow of
life, I had blocked it in myself. I had stepped from the peace of
God and created my own disharmony. Because of my limited
perception, I saw the empty gas can as an intrusion upon my
time, not as an opportunity to touch the lives of those who
happened to be servicing their cars.
A scene from the parable of the prodigal son came to mind.
It was the part of the story where the father welcomes his
wayward boy home by giving him a ring and sandals and by
ordering an extravagant banquet for him (Lk. 15:22-23). By
emphasizing the lavishness of the father’s response, Jesus, I
believe, was telling us how much we receive when we return to
the source of our good, to our God-consciousness.
In the parable, the expensive items and rich food were set
forth as examples. So as I sat among the beauty and
tranquillity of that spring day in a field of flowers, I knew for
certain that Jesus wasn’t talking about obtaining just physical
things. Jesus was showing in the story that our good—our
prosperity—is synonymous with the degree to which we are
open to receiving “the Father.” He was actually telling about
how we experience better-balanced, happier, and more
fulfilled lives as we become more aware of the potential within
us and around us, more aware of our God Selves.
Prosperity, I came to see, is really a state of consciousness.
It is always “among us,” awaiting our full awakening to it.
Flower Buds— Closed and Open

Since we are unique individuals at different levels of
spirituality, we are in various stages of receptivity to the
abundance within us and around us. Even at different times

on the same day, I believe, we exhibit multiple levels of
understanding and degrees of willingness to accept the
“prosperity” available. I know that I do.
I’m more likely to be receptive to a spiritual lesson early in
the morning, as opposed to getting the same lesson late in the
afternoon, when I’m tired. Take the example of rudeness
offered by an inconsiderate driver. If it happened at the
beginning of the day, I would more than likely offer a blessing
of peace for the driver. By so doing, I would expand the peace
in my own life by extending it in the form of a prayer for
another person. This would enhance my “prosperity.” I
would be working in a positive manner with a component of
prosperous living.
Later in the day, however, when I’m dealing with
accumulated issues, instead of giving a blessing, I might honk
the car’s horn and get in a huff about rude drivers. My
“prosperity” would be of the negative variety—feelings of
anger and hostility. In such an instance, I would have
distanced myself from peace, from God, and from the spiritual
potential resident in that moment.
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But on that day in the field of flowers, I was at peace.
Suddenly the flowers around me, in their various stages of
blooming, offered themselves as analogies to my own wide
variety of prosperity states. At times I’m like a flower bud,
tightly shut. Then I’m totally focused on a problem that needs
resolving. The challenge may be physical, emotional, and/or
financial. Whatever the problem, I am so centered on the pain
of the situation that the pain is the only thing I can “see” or
experience at the time. The pain, or the lack, is my
consciousness and, therefore, my “prosperity.” To paraphrase
Biblical language, I’m reaping what I’m sowing.
I remember the first few days after being in an automobile
accident. All I seemed capable of doing was to focus on my
injuries and pain. Pain was dominant in my consciousness
and, therefore, prominent in my life. I had it abundantly. I
enhanced it, amplified it, fortified it, and played it for all it was
worth. Even though my feelings were negative, pain was my
“prosperity.” Gradually, as the pain eased, I became like a
partially opened flower, opening more and more to the light.
I still had discomfort, but I began focusing on biblical
truth, such as this: I am one with God. I started saying
affirmations, aloud and silently. By so doing, I was remaking
my prosperity consciousness, changing it
__ _f r om negative to ]

As I opened to a more positive consciousness, I began to
recognize the good that had come from the accident: the
people who had been involved with my physical therapy, the
many expressions of love that had surrounded me as I
convalesced, the efforts made on my behalf by others. I
started to see things from a more enlightened perspective.
Prosperity, I thought, is truly “among us.”
God’s Bottomless Storehouse

So on that spring day among the bluebonnets, I chose a
flower in full bloom to represent the times when I can look at
what’s happening in my life from a higher consciousness than
I normally do. It’s at such moments that I see things that are
outplaying around me through a more spiritual focus.
Although I may not be able to hold this perspective
forever, this kind of elevated awareness, however brief, helps
me derive a lesson from everyday experiences, from the
circumstances in which I find myself. With such glimpses of
truth, I grow spiritually.
It’s still vivid in my mind how, before leaving the field, I
scanned the panorama of flowers and thought how the
incredible beauty surrounding me symbolized the ideal
toward which I am reawakening. To me, that expanse of
flowers represented the fully awakened God-consciousness in
its endless and expansive state. Just as the scene invited me to
enjoy its beauty, the God Self always invites me to partake of
its bottomless storehouse.
Sitting among the flowers, seeing the sunrise, I came to the
awareness that prosperity is indeed a mind-set. It’s how we
choose to use our thoughts about all that is around us. True
prosperity opens us to the spiritual self, in which we
experience abundance fully in life’s circumstances—even in a
field of Texas bluebonnets. ■
Jan DeVries (Janet Templeton DeVries) is a freelance writer living in Angleton, Texas,
where she has written for area newspapers for numerous years. She attends Unity
Church of Christianity in Houston, Texas. She has been published in braille by the John
Milton Society for the Blind.
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Experience the
Flow of Love!

World
Dayof
Prayer
Thursday
September 14,2000
Expect to feel God’s love flowing all day during this
annual 24-hour prayer vigil.
As we lift our consciousness in united prayer, we tap into
the current of God’s love. We tap into a spiritual energy that
elevates us all to a higher level, where love reigns ... where
peace prevails ... and where every need is met.
Throughout the vigil, we will affirm:

Centered in Tour sacred presence,
dear God, I join my spiritual fam ily in a
prayerful partnership that blesses the world.
If you would like us to pray with you
for particular individuals during the vigil
and for thirty days afterwards, send us a
list of their names by August 30 to:

Silent Unity
1901 NW Blue Parkway
Unity Village, MO 64065-0001
www.unityworldhq.org

If you want to be
what’s the

prosperous,

smartest thing to d o make sure you look

for all the things which are lacking,
or start noticing all the things
which are
The

abundant?

simple choice you make

can change your life.

Praise
Abundance

Everywhere!
“Whatever is true, whatever is honorable,
whatever is just, whatever is pure,
whatever is pleasing, whatever is commendable,
if there is any excellence and if there is anything
worthy of praise, think about these things.”
— Philippians 4:8

This passage from Philippians isn’t just a beautiful
sentiment. It’s a powerful spiritual practice in real
prosperity. If we have not intentionally developed the habit
of noticing the good around us— and most of us are taught

Our Search for Proof of Disaster

We human beings are very practiced in magnifying the
j negative. In an apparent effort to frighten ourselves, we’re
very good at coming up with shocking statistics on violence,
disease, and disasters. We like to compute, to the second, how
often someone is murdered or raped, goes bankrupt, gets
cancer, or dies. Wouldn’t it be refreshing if for once someone
would instead magnify the good things and compute them
statistically, down to the minute and hour? Maybe they would
sound like these: Every second, a baby laughs. Ninety percent
of Americans have never been robbed. Every five seconds,
someone says, “I love you.”
The human tendency to magnify the bad is at work in our
daily lives whenever we are quick to take a single unpleasant
event (the car needs a new transmission, a check bounced,
you’ve come down with the flu) as proof of a wider negative
reality (“Nothing goes right for me” or “It happens every

-

power of affirmation can
magnify

the good in our lives.
time”)- Yet the truth is that by using the same power of
magnification, but changing our focus, this human tendency
can serve in a powerful way to magnify the good in our lives.
Too often, especially in times of financial stress, it’s easy to
think of prosperity only in narrow, monetary terms. But
evidence of a prosperous life is much vaster! Those with truly
prosperous lives have an awareness of abundance on all
sides— from the lilies that appear in the yard to the friendly
“good morning” of a neighbor to the check in the mail.
Abundance is everywhere— and the more we recognize it, the
more we will experience it.
When I noticed the tendency in myself to magnify the
negative, I started a discipline of writing down on a wall
calendar in my kitchen some beautiful thing I saw or
experienced each day. It became a pleasant daily habit while I
vas cooking dinner or washing dishes, as my mind was
wandering over the events of the day, to step over to the
calendar and jot something down: a vibrant pink sunset, a
pair of Canada geese I saw by the river, a kind word from a
friend. This simple habit improved my eye for abundance
and, I’m convinced, played a significant role in moving me
toward greater prosperity. It’s a powerful prosperity-building
practice not only to notice the abundance around us, but also
to magnify it, to generalize it, to see it everywhere.
I have also been a journal keeper most of my life. From ■
the lockable 5-year diaries of childhood to the unlined sketch
books I use today, a journal has never been far from my hand.
The joy of chronicling my life’s events and the luxury of
reflecting upon them have always appealed to me. The way I
use my journal, though, has shifted as I have grown. In my

teenage years, I used my journal
often as a place to voice my
complaints over faithless
boyfriends, unkind friends, or
other everyday misfortunes.
Many’s the time I filled page after
page with my bitter diatribes and
mournful ruminations. This
habit continued for some years. I
was in my twenties when I finally
became aware of what I was
doing—working against spiritual
law.
Since it is true, as the old
adage has it, that where the
attention goes, the energy flows, I
had actually been increasing the
negative experiences in my life by
focusing so enthusiastically upon
them. The more I wrote about
my problems, the more I had to
complain about. I never lacked
for material. Finally, I began to realize I was not using my
journal habit to its best advantage. I made a change. Taking a
more constructive approach, I began to use my journal to
celebrate victories, revel in blessings, and find the spiritual
meaning in the day’s events. Not surprisingly, I found that I
had more and more blessings to report and that I was
enjoying my journal time more than ever before.

When we praise,
we vitalize,
bolster,

and renew.

The Whole Universe Wants to Support You

In this way I began to learn how the power of affirmation
can magnify the good in our lives. We can use life’s small daily
gifts—and there are so many in all of our lives—to build
powerful affirmations of abundance. When someone does a
kindness for you, magnify it and say: Everyone wants to help
me! If you find a dollar in the street, exclaim: Prosperity is
seeking me!
Once, during a difficult financial time, I was driving

through a toll booth in York, Pennsylvania, and the young
man in the booth accidentally gave me too much change. As
he fumbled with the change I had returned to him, he said
spontaneously, “I wish I could give you more!” I smiled and
thanked him, grateful not only for his kind, abundant thought,
but for that evidence of universal encouragement. I turned it
into an affirmation that bolstered me along my journey: The
whole universe wants to support me!
And it’s true! According to the same spiritual law of which
Paul wrote—the idea that praise actually generates
abundance—we praise bounty even when we don’t yet see it.
Based on the knowledge that abundance is in the nature of
God and that therefore abundance is just as natural to us, even
if it is not yet visible, we can dependably believe in what we do
not yet see. This is the only way to bring something new into
our experiences. E. V. Ingraham illustrates this idea
beautifully in his classic prosperity book, Wells of Abundance,
as in this affirmation:
“My supply is at hand. It fills me, surrounds me and is
poured out upon me from everywhere. Supply flows to me
wherever I am and in whatever I do. My supply is constant and
exhaustless and I am richly endowed with all things in Heaven
and earth.”
My supply is at hand, constant and exhaustless. How lovely
that is—just here within reach, a magnificent flow of good!
Appreciation is like fertilizer in the field of our dreams.
The more we praise, the more we’re given to praise. This is the
metaphysical meaning of Jesus’ words “For to those who have,
more will be given, and they will have an abundance; but from
those who have nothing, even what they have will be taken
away” (Mt. 13:12). This isn’t a reversal of the rules of fair play;
it is a statement of inviolable spiritual law. “Those who have
nothing” are those who magnify the bad things. “Those who
have” are those who magnify the good things, who praise
bounty—even when they don’t yet see it. When we condemn,
we inhibit and restrict, but when we praise, we vitalize, bolster,
and renew. We may have to wait awhile to see the full renewal
unfold, but its materialization is assured. Such is the power of
praise.

The Mountains and Valleys of the Journey

Building a prosperous life doesn’t tend to happen in one
upward swoop. More often, it’s like the roller coaster rise and
fall one can observe in the flight of a goldfinch, with every
upswing going a bit higher. Anyone who’s gone through a
period of unemployment remembers well the discouraging
reversals that sometimes occur. A job you think is going to
come through doesn’t. The check you were awaiting doesn’t
arrive or is made out for less than you expected. An
unexpected car repair comes up or a medical expense or a
leaky roof. At a time when I was unemployed and struggling
to make ends meet, I remember well the sometimes halting,
start-and-stop ways in which I moved toward greater
prosperity. A part-time job appeared, then a need for
expensive dental work. An article sold to a magazine, then a
rejection letter came from another—the up-and-down
emotional ride was sometimes exhausting. Little by little,
though, idea by idea, solutions came and the situation
changed, despite any sporadic appearances of lack.
Joel Goldsmith called these setbacks the “valleys” of
human experience, and he cautioned that we should not pay
attention to them: “These periods have no particular
significance and are of no real importance; they are part of the
rhythmic cycle of human life.” On no account should a
“valley” be interpreted in knee-jerk fashion as evidence that
you are doing something wrong or heading in the wrong
direction. A valley usually means only that you are
progressing in the normal, up-and-down, human way.
Maintain your disciplines, keep your focus, hang on, and
anticipate the next crest. As Goldsmith put it, “As the journey
continues, the mountain experiences will be of longer
duration and the valley experiences shorter. This will go
on ... until a point of transition is reached when the heights
remain [your] permanent dwelling place.”
If there is one prosperity practice that is easier to practice
and more profound in its results than any other, I believe it is
this: Learn to see the abundance around you. Train your eye.
Look everywhere—inside and out, high and low, near and
far—and celebrate every good and beautiful thing that you
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see. Praise without ceasing. Praise even the bounty you do
not yet see, knowing that what you do not see will become
visible in time, since whatever is praised flourishes. Utterly
overlook lack, which is temporary and unimportant. What
counts is the truth of God— the truth of abundant,
unstoppable life we see all around us and feel at our very cores.
This life has never yet failed us and it never will. ■
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We are reluctant to
say yes to the universe
to the whole
reluctant to settle down
to live our lives
in contemplative beauty
a life lived in prayer
yet daily
to the spirit of all
the horizons
of human love
all limitations
saying yes to simplicity
to love ...

Life is a
W o n d er

K>
V

James Billet Freeman

On the front page of the February 13 Kansas
City Star was a feature article about University of
Kansas psychologist Rick Snyder, who has made the
happy discovery that hope is the most powerful
ingredient in making life a success. There is a
“growing movement called positive psychology,”
which is “a revolutionary shift from the traditional
focus on remedying people’s problems and weak
nesses. Instead the psychologists look at what
makes people successful and happy.”
I am glad psychologists like Snyder are
beginning to see that a happy, positive attitude
toward life is an important part of living effectively.
“It’s a powerful force in our lives,” says Snyder, “and
I sort of stumbled on it.” What the good
psychologist may not realize is that the writer of the
book of Proverbs “sort of stumbled on it” over 3000
years ago. “A cheerful heart is a good medicine,”
the inspired writer wrote, “but a downcast spirit
dries up the bones” (Prov. 17:22). Not only that,
but for more than a hundred years, Unity has been
helping millions of us to live an effective life by
helping us to maintain a happy, positive attitude
based on our belief in a good God who wills us a
good life.
In April 1889 Charles and Myrtle Fillmore
began publication of a magazine titled Modern
Thought that was “devoted to the spiritualization of
humanity from an independent standpoint.” In
their magazine and in a class they conducted called
Practical Christianity, they taught that an optimistic
spirit is the surest way to an effective life. In 1891
they named their positive-minded teaching Unity.

The Fillmores based their teaching on their interpretation
of the Bible and especially on the teachings of Jesus Christ, but
they also were convinced that their teaching was based on
scientific truths as well as on religious beliefs. When the Unity
Society of Practical Christianity was incorporated in 1903, it
was incorporated not as a church but as a “society for
scientific and educational purposes, viz: the study and
demonstration of universal law.” Unity was conceived from
the beginning as a religion for a scientific age.
Charles and Myrtle Fillmore were free thinkers, and they
knew that the only religion of real value is one we can accept
freely and find its truths and powers for ourselves and in
ourselves. Unity never gave me a creed I had to accept or a
ritual I had to perform. Unity never asked me to join. Unity
is more a teaching than a creed and more an attitude than a
teaching.
What is the attitude that characterizes a Unity student? It
is a hopeful, positive, joyous spirit that promotes faith that we
are one with God and God is Good and God’s will for us is
that we should live this life as fully and radiantly and as
happily as we have the capacity for living it.
Because our concept of God is as the good, the totally
good, from the beginning Unity adopted a way of praying
called “affirmative prayer.” Affirmative prayer does not seek
to change God. How would we change the wholly Good?
Prayer is to change us. Prayer becomes not solicitation, but
affirmation. Prayer affirms our faith that God is, that God is
Good, that God is within us, that God is one with us, and God
is bringing us to fulfillment.
For more than a hundred years now, Unity, with its
affirmative prayer and positive attitude, has been helping
millions of us live effective lives.
Have we forgotten that Jesus refused to be limited by facts?
No matter what appearances might have been, He looked for
the good, expected the good, and did all He could to bring
forth the good.
When Charles Fillmore was in his 90s, he wrote a prayer
that shows how Unity believes life is to be lived. He wrote: “I
fairly sizzle with joy and enthusiasm and spring forth with a

mighty faith to do the things that ought to be done by me.”
In the 1890s when Unity began its optimistic teaching and
taught people that they are meant to be happy, healthy, and
prosperous, most Christian groups were teaching that life is a
vale of tears and they labeled Unity as “the cult of
reassurance.” Personally, I thank God that I have been lucky
enough to have always been a part of a religion which teaches
us to rejoice in life and hold to the faith that “God is our help
in every need.”
Charles Fillmore once said, “When joy is put back into
religion, there will be more religion in the world,” and I
believe this to be true.
Remember, there are only four possible attitudes to take in
any situation:
• You can believe that things are going to work out and
work hard to see that they do.
• You can believe that things are going to work out and do
nothing about them yourself.
• You can believe that things are not going to work out but
nevertheless work hard yourself.
• You can believe that things are not going to work out and
resign yourself to defeat.
It is easy to see that the second and fourth attitudes have
little to recommend them. Those who have the third attitude
may succeed, but how they suffer as they struggle for success!
Clearly, the first attitude is best of all. Those who have it are
most likely to succeed and, what is more, are happier as they
work for success.
I believe that this life is not meant to be a bitter struggle. I
believe that it is meant to be a joyous adventure, and I believe
that a cheerful attitude promotes success.
I like the little girl who, looking up at the church steeple,
says, “Look at the plus sign up there.” It is more than a
coincidence that the symbol of Christianity, the cross, is also a
plus sign—the sign of a positive mind, a positive heart.
God has given us this unimaginable gift of life. I believe
God means for us to live it hopefully, faithfully, joyously—to
our full capacity for living now. ■
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Jim Gaither

Can
You
Imagine?

Metaphysical______
M usings

Life is a course in miracles. It is a required
course. If you pay attention, you might learn
something about life.
Listen! Hear the sounds of life: dogs bark;
cats meow; cows moo; birds chirp, twitter, and
caw; motors hum. Hear the sounds of children
laughing and playing and the voice and laughter
of those you love. Hear the music of the spheres,
the earth and humanity. Do you want more
miracles?
Look! See the geometry of life: lines, curves,
triangles, cubes, and spheres—still or in motion,
an infinite variety of variations and
combinations. See the colors of the rainbow, the
blue of the sky, crimson, silver, and gold. And
most amazing are water and glass—
transparent—you can see them and yet you can
see through them. Do you want more miracles?
Smell! Take in the fragrances of flowers, the
aromas of cooking and cookies, earthy odors,
changing, swirling, flowing in and out with your
breath. Do you want more miracles?
Taste! Flavors—sweet and salty, sour and
bitter—swirl and flow over your tongue, carrying
substance for life and growth into your belly. Do
you want more miracles?
Feel! Textures— rough and smooth, soft and
hard, and fuzzy—touch your skin. Some things
feel hot and others cold. Delight in touching and
in the touch of those you love and those who love

you. Feel inside yourself: the energies and rhythms of life—
emotions, passions, desires—well up from within as impulses to
move you through the maze of experience. Do you want more
miracles?
Think! Your Maker has given you the power to change your
experience through reasoning, imagining, and intuiting—
directions to move, creative ideas to manifest. You have been given
magic—the magical powers of perceiving, thinking, and speaking.
Your words can change relationships, order purchases, affirm
purposes, proclaim your worth, and judge the world. If you judge
it good, it will be so. If you judge it otherwise, so be it. Do you
want more miracles?
Life is a wonderful gift. Is it too short? If someone gave you a
million dollars, would you complain you weren’t given two million?
Besides, there is more to life than is contained between the veils of
birth and death. Is life too hard? Dogs and cats don’t think so; they
just eat, sleep, and play.
Perhaps if life seems too hard, it is only because we have chosen
to make it so. Every person you encounter, every person who has
ever lived was once a sweet and innocent infant. Everyone was once
a child, running, imagining, laughing, and singing.
Are your childhood memories unpleasant? Let go of those
memories and create new ones with your magical power of
imagination. Imagine yourself as a child, loved and nurtured by
your true Father in heaven and Mother Nature. Imagine playing in
fields of grass and clover in the spring, swimming in pools of cool
water on hot summer days, jumping in piles of dry leaves in
autumn, sledding in snow in winter. Those imaginings will become
wonderful new memories.
A child of God lives in us all, and if we see that child in ourselves
and in others, if we let that child listen and look and smell and taste
and feel through us, we will experience the miracles of life again. ■
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IUPERSTOCK

Why do we spend so much
time making our material world
shine instead of making ourselves
shine? Here’s another alternative.

You’ll Ever M ake
Everywhere you turn today, people are talking about stocks
and trading and investments. What was once the domain of
professional brokers has now even gone “fast food,” as more and
more people become do-it-yourself traders via the Internet.
Many people are getting wealthy playing the stock market. Some
are losing their shirts.
But I’ll bet no one has ever found a better investment than
the one I’m about to share with you. This stock is so hot that it
alone could create a rally on Wall Street. This stock is so hot that
it often brings returns in the quadruple digits! And I’m not
afraid to share it with all of you because this stock is so hot that
everyone who invests in it has the potential of becoming rich
beyond his or her wildest dreams!
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most
can pay us
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© SUPERSTOCK

The best investment
you’ll ever make is in ...
(are you ready?) YOU!
I’ll bet you thought I
was going to say
something like Nike or
MP3.com or Apple
Computers. No, the best
investment you can ever
make is in yourself, in
your own talents and
skills and abilities.
What Do You Absolutely
Love to Do?

We live in a money-oriented, outer-directed society. Our
focus is often heavily on making more and acquiring more
and investing more for our future or for our children’s
education or for retirement. In our race to accumulate more
money and more things (often through outside sources) and
to find the financial security and freedom we long for, we
often forget that we are sitting, literally, on the hottest stock
we could ever possibly put money into— ourselves!
Everything that we do for ourselves is an investment
towards our future—whether it’s learning a new skill or
brushing up on an old one; mastering a language or starting
an exercise program; eating more healthily or meditating;
practicing spiritual principles or making the effort to meet
new people. Investing in ourselves is about finding the talents
and gifts and abilities that lie dormant within us and putting
them to work for us in a way which can bring us both
financial and personal rewards.

even the smallest,
insignificant investment
the highest dividends.
If we want to succeed in life, we really must first learn hi
to succeed at being ourselves, the best selves we can be. What
is it we love to do; what is it we believe in; what would make us
hold our heads up taller, make us walk a little more
confidently? All of us have the potential to do and be whatever
it is we dream of, if we can but put our minds and our hearts
into it. By simply changing our thinking, we change our lives,
and often those changes begin with simple things, such as
taking a new class or joining a church or professional
organization.
Investing in yourself doesn’t always have to be serious.
Sometimes it can be taking yourself out to see a movie or to get
a relaxing massage. Or maybe it’s buying a book you’ve been
dying to read and then actually taking the time to read it.
Investing in our pleasure makes us happier people, and happier
people make for a happier world. Who can argue with those
kinds of returns?
The idea is never to stop growing, never to stop increasing
our self-worth, which in turn increases our net worth. We
have at our fingertips so many resources for investing in
ourselves— many of them are inexpensive, even free: libraries,
adult education classes, spiritual retreats, church classes,
lectures, readings and seminars, Toastmasters and other clubs,
and professional organizations. Even hobbies and leisure-time
passions such as gardening and sailing can be considered an
investment worth putting time and money into, especially if
these activities reward us with peace of mind, better health,
and more beautiful surroundings.
A Frivolous Expense That Became Gold

Sometimes even the smallest, most insignificant
investment can pay us the highest dividends. I have a friend

in Los Angeles who grew up in
abject poverty. She led a very
difficult life as a teenager, having to
work from the age of 13 to help out
the family. Once she was in her 20s,
she had worked herself into a
promising job and was really laying
the foundation for a successful
future. But she still would not
spend any money on herself.
One of the things she really
wanted to do was to have a French
manicure. For you male readers,
that’s the kind of manicure that
leaves the tip of the nail white. It’s a
very glamorous look and costs only
about $20-25, depending on where
you go. Yet this woman didn’t feel
she was worth the frivolous expense,
not when there were so many other
pressing things she needed to invest
her time and money in.
During one conversation I had
with her, I told her that I believed
having a French manicure could be
the biggest investment she could
ever make in her future. She looked
at me as if I were drooling and
speaking in tongues, and she didn’t really understand what I
was telling her ... until I finally talked her into getting one.
The day she got the manicure, the difference in her was
amazing. That one $25 investment transformed her. She used
her hands more gracefully afterwards, held her head a little
prouder, and walked a little taller, all because she had chosen
to make a small but crucial investment in her self-esteem.
And that simple French manicure served as a catalyst to even
more improvements she would make in her appearance, her
dress habits, and beyond—improvements that would help
boost her confidence and land her a higher-paying job at a
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production company she had dreamed of working for.
That’s the power of compound interest at work. Every
investment we make in our own lives and in our dreams helps
us grow and expand beyond our current limitations, just as
the interest on a mutual fund helps the initial deposit grow
and expand. The more we invest, the more interest we earn
and the greater the rewards will be in all areas of our lives.
Trusting the Inner Advisor

Many of us are so busy with jobs and family demands that
we may have time only to get home from work and make a
sandwich. After all, we’re doing okay, aren’t we? We’re
surviving, aren’t we? I don’t know about you, but I want my
life to be more than just doing okay. Whether or not you
believe in reincarnation, this is the only life you get right now,
so why not make it the best it can be right now?
We tend to trust our financial advisors more than we trust
our own inner advisors, our intuitive minds. We put more
stock in the Dow-Jones than in (well, in my case) Marie Jones.
We must stop the busyness of life and ask ourselves— What is
the most important asset I own? If you say it is your house,
your car, or your stock portfolio, you are bound for
disappointment, for those are things that can be taken away at
any time. Author Joseph Murphy said, “Man’s greatest folly is
in not realizing the true riches within himself and in looking
upon external products, possessions, and conditions as being
the true riches instead of the creative power of his own mind.”
This is the kind of self-investment I’m talking about, the kind
that pays fabulous dividends.
The amount of undeveloped and wasted human potential
on this planet is tragic. We seem so sure our fortune lies
somewhere outside of us that we forget everything we need is
already within us, just waiting to be nurtured and released.
Jerry Gillies, author of Moneylove, says, “You are already your
most valuable property, and investing in property
improvements is one of the smartest moves you can make in
terms of productively using your money!” We invest in
repairing and remodeling our houses; why not our lives?

The Bank of You
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Imagine that you are a bank. In fact, you can call yourself
“The Bank of You— Open 24 Hours.” Every coin or bill you
deposit into your “account” is a positive action, a new skill, a
developed talent, a self-empowering experience. The more
you deposit, the more options and opportunities you create
for yourself, building upon your own wealth the same way the
money you put into your real bank account builds upon the
investments and interests of the accumulated accounts of that
particular institution.
Investing in the real stock market is important and
something everyone should be thinking about, and you really
can build future wealth for yourselves and your families. But
don’t forget that life is lived in the now and that by investing
in yourself, you improve your now, your “later,” and your
distant future. Who can afford not to invest in him- or
herself, for isn’t that really all you have when all is said and
done? Banks can close, companies can downsize and go
bankrupt, and the stock market can crash tomorrow and not
recover for months, maybe years.
But you are always a gold mine of treasures that never lose
their worth. You are a bright, shining light that, as Jesus
stated, should not be hidden “under a bushel.” You are
connected to an inexhaustible and unlimited resource of
universal wisdom from which new ideas and wonderful
concepts continuously spring forth. Your talents, skills,
passions, and desires are fuel for success. Your creativity and
ingenuity are blueprints for achievement. Your thoughts and
how you choose to use them are really all that stand between
you and the wealth and freedom you long to experience, the
true wealth that comes from being in the flow and living a life
filled with purpose and meaning.
All you need to do is to put some time and money into
the business of YOU. Take that risk now and make those
investments, however big or small they may be. There’s no
better time than the present to invest in yourself. And pass it
on. This is one hot stock tip the whole world can benefit
from! ■

Does life really have to be as serious
as we make it out to be? 4

Everyday
Miracles

The Impossibility of Failure

Babies have a wonderful gift for
success. Before a certain age, we tackle
all our goals with utter delight, great
energy, and unstoppable enthusiasm.
Watch a baby learning to feed itself: the
baby grabs the utensil wherever she
can— middle, end, it doesn’t matter—
PLOW! Into the mashed carrots the
spoon goes, splattering carrots all over
the walls, the baby, Mom, so what? The
baby doesn’t care; all the baby knows is
WOW! sheer joy—“How about that, I
got the spoon in!” Next step: Find the
mouth; this can take a bunch of tries, but
does the baby carefully plot out where
the spoon should go? No, the baby
pretty much shoves the spoon anywhere
in the general vicinity of her face, and
somewhere along the line some of the
carrots actually come in contact with the
mouth. ZOOWIE! The baby shrieks
with ecstatic abandon— SUCCESS!!!
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Just maybe there is room in our rigorous
daily routines for the kind of freedom
and fun and loving intent that we have
forgotten was there.
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Notice that nowhere along this
adventuresome
path does the baby stop
H o w m uch
and say: “Hey kid, you’re not getting
this fast enough, it took you 17 tries to
training did you
find your mouth, little Janie down the
street did it in 12.” Nor does the baby
g e t in school on
stop at try #14 and say: “I give up, I’ll
never get this, I’m a loser, it’s all
downhill from here.” No. The baby
“H o w to deal
has no concept of failure, neither in
terms of the goal (feeding herself), nor
with successful
in terms of herself as being able/unable
to meet the challenge.
relationships and
What the baby does have is
something tremendously important
that
we all would do well to remember:
th e m ain te n a n c e
a completely positive attitude toward
her efforts, and committed focus. Let’s
o f h ap p in ess”?
take a look at each of these.
1. A completely positive attitude.
Babies do not beat on themselves; that’s
a talent we acquire later. You don’t see a baby stop, spoon in
midliftoff, saying “Rats, I should have done that better. I’m
just such a stupid, slow learner.” The baby lifts the spoon,
smacks herself a load of carrots on the nose, and simply goes:
“Woops! Wrong hole— no sweat, let’s do it again!”
Consistently reward yourself for your efforts, evaluate
what didn’t work purely in terms of how you can get closer to
your goal on the next try, and go for it. Soon enough, you’ll
find your mouth.
2. Committed focus. Committed focus is when you choose
your goal (focus), and then are 100 percent committed to
achieving that goal. When you are 100 percent committed to
achieving your goal, you cannot fail, you can only succeed to
varying degrees. The baby may not feed herself brilliantly, but
she feeds herself. For example, if you want to learn computers
(focus), commit yourself 100 percent to that task, and you will
learn computers. You may never be particularly fast at it, you
may never invent any groundbreaking software, but you will

know how to operate a computer. Your success is restricted
only by the limits of your creativity, and if you stop and think
about it, that’s hardly a limitation at all.
You cannot fail. It is utterly impossible, given committed
focus, to fail. You may have a more limited success than you
desire, but you cannot fail. So grab your spoon and go for
it—success is so much fun!
The Unfamiliarity of Happiness

You’ve been going along, things are just great with your
mate/lover/friend, and you think, “Wow, this is really neat,
this is terrific,” and it is. But you start feeling antsy, a little
anxious, although you can’t see any reason for being anxious,
so you just push it away. And then something happens—
someone does some little thing—he forgets to take out the
trash, she leaves her dishes in the sink—and WHAM!
suddenly you’re in the middle of World War III. And then
things calm down, and although everything’s shaky for a
while, the relationship pulls together, things get really good
again, and once again you think: “Hey, OK, how about that—
maybe we’re going to make it!” and as things stay great, oddly
enough you start feeling a little anxious, and sure enough—
WHAM! here comes something that in hindsight seems so
idiotic, so small, but there you both are, back in the middle of
World War III. Dismally, you conclude either that you are a
failure, no way can you create a good relationship, or that the
relationship is a failure, or that he/she is a failure. However
you look at it, all you see is misery, and whether you stay in
the relationship or get out of it, you’re one unhappy camper.
What to do? Well, first notice that maybe you’re wrong.
Maybe there isn’t failure here at all. Maybe the whole problem
is, you’re not used to success. You see, most of us are far more
familiar with what to do in the event of a disaster than we are
with what to do in the face of happiness. How much training
did you get in school on “How to deal with successful
relationships and the maintenance of happiness”? How many
articles in modern magazines are devoted to this idea? How
often did your parents lecture you on the subject? How many
seminars? Billboards? TV shows? etc. None. Oh, maybe an
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Make it a habit to factor
and you’ll be surprised at how
article here and a show there, but the vast preponderance of
the emphasis in our culture is on problems—what to do when
your relationship is on the rocks. And certainly that is
extremely important. But you also need to know what to do
with the success and happiness of your relationship,
otherwise, as given in the preceding examples, when all is
going wonderfully well you will get anxious and somehow
reestablish the old status quo by making a mountain out of
the next molehill that comes along.
That is because of the pull of the familiar. We are always
more comfortable with what is familiar to us than with what is
not. That is why, as is well-documented now, battered women
too often stay in an abusive situation: The hurt you know is
less frightening than the (potential) hurt you don’t know. You
know what to do when your relationship isn’t going well: You
try to communicate better, read self-help books, talk it over
with friends, a therapist, you write in your journal, etc. What
do you do when your relationship is going well? Good
question. Certainly you enjoy it, but how do you grow it from
there? How do you go from happiness to greater happiness?
In a word, carefully. With love and patience. First, value
what you have. Then look for more and more to value and
appreciate, both within the relationship and with your
mate/friend. The quickest way to lose a relationship is to stop
valuing it. The surest way to develop a successful relationship
is to find more and more ways to value it and to do so with
increasing depth. Deliberately create opportunities to explore
the wonder of the relationship, to explore the fun of it. Set
aside special time together, commit to it, make plans to do
special things together, give the relationship importance.
Treat your mate/friend as special all the time, express your
appreciation of him/her openly, often; never take the
happiness for granted.
Does this mean ignore whatever problems arise? No, of
course not. But don’t ignore the happiness either. When you

njoyment into everything you do
luch more fun your life is.
feel that funny anxiety: “Things are going too well, when’s the
other shoe going to drop?” work with yourself, let yourself
know your anxiety is simply coming out of the unfamiliarity
of happiness, and that there doesn’t have to be “another shoe.”
Put the Fun Back Into Your Life

When you were seven years old, you knew all about having
fun. As a matter of fact, you spent most of your nonplay time
trying to figure out how to get more play time. The Meaning
of Life was very clear to you then: Life was there to be
enjoyed, and you knew just how to do that— ride your bike,
pretend to be cops and robbers, watch clouds go by, and so
forth. And then, somewhere along the line, life got serious,
and at about the same time, somehow life stopped being fun.
What happened? Well, quite obviously, you grew up, and
with growing up came responsibilities: having to earn a
living, paying bills, raising kids, and you took these
responsibilities seriously, you really applied yourself to doing
them “right,” which is great, but in the process, you lost the
art of having fun.
What is fun, anyway? Fun isn’t any one thing, like going to
a party or riding a roller coaster. Fun is allowing yourself to
be open and receptive to whatever can be enjoyed in any given
situation at any given moment. For example, washing your
car is a responsibility you take seriously, but you don’t have to
fulfill that responsibility in total seriousness. You can have fun
doing it! You can enjoy the good feeling of your muscles as
you wash your car or enjoy the sight and smell of the clean car
when you’re done.
We tend to focus so much on making things work or
getting things done that we forget to enjoy them. Don’t get
caught up in the seriousness of it all. Yes, be responsible in
your relationship, for example, and yes, work diligently at
communicating better, at understanding each other better, but
don’t forget to have fun at it! Take the time to just plain enjoy

the person you’re with, to see him/her for the vibrant/quirky/
passionate/mellow soul that he/she is, and enjoy that. Be
willing to make having fun a priority in your life. If, for
example, you don’t like your job, be willing to ask yourself
“OK, so what small part of my job, or of how I do my job, or
of the people at my job could I possibly enjoy?” Challenge
yourself to finding some enjoyable aspect, or, if you can’t find
one, create it. Take your lunch outside and eat it under a tree.
Go to the office a half hour early and enjoy starting your day
slowly without a bunch of people running around. Make
having fun at whatever you do an integral part of your life.
Granted, some things leave little room for enjoyment: the
death of a loved one, becoming grievously ill, but these do not
constitute the majority of our lives. Most of our lives are
spent in routine activities, and that’s where you can create a
lot more fun for yourself. Instead of focusing on how boring
or difficult or painful something is, deliberately seek to have
fun at it: Play your favorite music when you pay bills, put
flowers on your desk at work, listen to the ball game when you
do dishes. Make it a habit to factor enjoyment into everything
you do and you’ll be surprised at how much more fun your
life is.
The Value of Intent

A man falls down onto the sidewalk by a bus stop. You
hesitate a moment, then, when nobody else lifts a finger to
help him, you rush over and assist the man, getting him on his
feet, checking if he’s OK, and dusting him off. Later in the
restroom at work you notice used paper towels carelessly
tossed outside the wastebasket; you pick them up and put
them in the appropriate receptacle. On the way back to your
work you go by a number of people, and you smile in greeting
to them as you pass.
Gee, you sound like a pretty swell person. Very socially
aware, doing your share to contribute to a “gentler, kinder
nation.” But if we dig a little deeper, here’s what might appear.
You don’t really feel like helping the guy up off the sidewalk,
but when nobody else does, you do so, not because you’re
concerned about the person who fell, but because you want to
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show the people who didn’t help him up what jerks they are.
You pick up the paper towels not because you enjoy pitching
in, but because picking them up allows you to feel “better
than,” as in, “Well, at least I don’t dump my litter all over the
place; at least I know the right thing to do.” And when you
smile in greeting at those you pass, you do so, not to give them
a little love in their day, but because if they don’t smile back,
you can feel righteous, “See, you try to be nice, and does it
work? No, people are ungrateful and don’t care.” Your
apparently loving behavior is really an opportunity for you to
make others wrong and yourself right, even if only in your
own mind.
Does this make you an evil, bad person? Of course not! It
just makes you a person who hasn’t yet matched your inner
intent to your outer behavior. “So what difference does it
make?” you might ask. “If I’m doing good things, what does it
matter why I’m doing them?” Well, it matters because only
caring intent will lead to feelings of joy and satisfaction.
Doing things to prove others are “wrong” or “bad” hardens
the heart. You end up bitter and resentful and eventually
won’t be able to get yourself even to do the outer behaviors. If
you want to be socially conscious and contribute to the
healing of our world, intent matters. You are part of the
world; you, too, need love, joy, and satisfaction. When you
give genuinely to others because you value their well-being,
when you do things because you care, then you flood your
own being with warmth and “good vibes” and, in giving,
receive.
Take a look at your own behaviors. Be brave. Be honest.
Tell yourself the truth. How much of what you do, do you do
to make yourself look “right,” and how much do you do out of
genuine caring for yourself and others? Then, be even braver.
Make conscious decisions as to those things you want to do
out of true caring, and dump as many as possible of those
behaviors you would do only to make yourself “right” and
others “wrong.”
What a relief! Now you can give what you truly have
to give, and in the doing receive tenfold in love and
satisfaction. ■
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Got too many options and don’t know which
one to choose? Don’t wallow in indecision.
Choose the one that you love, and then see
where it leads. If it’s wrong for you, you
can always change it.

Abundance?

Absolutely!
It’s the first meeting of the new session of the Kansas City
Writers Group. We go around the room and introduce
ourselves. The moderator has asked us to tell what we’d like
to focus on in our writing lives. Some people say that it is
marketing; some say that it is just getting their work
submitted as often as possible. Some want to finish the first
chapter of a novel. I say that I’m not sure what I want to do,
but whenever and whatever I decide to do, I want to focus on
it and make it work. My confusion elicits knowing laughter
and nodding heads. I am overwhelmed with ideas and unable
to focus on any one of them. I am drowning in abundance.

By BER N A D E TTE P.

SW ANSON
S T A F F W R IT E R

Every path blesses us
with the riches of wisdom
and understanding.
Maybe your confusion comes from deciding what color to
paint your bedroom or living room; or which car to buy; or
what to name your child; or where to look for a job; or how to
meet that “special someone.” The universe is overflowing
with opportunities. Unfortunately, we sometimes seem swept
away by the tide of options. Wouldn’t we rather revel in
abundance?
Endless Possibilities

In Unity, we believe there is an unlimited supply of divine
ideas that we can tap into. Divine ideas are aspects of God or
the goodness of God that is accessible to each of us. These
divine ideas are the source of our creativity. They help us to
be “God in expression.” Charles Fillmore, cofounder of Unity,
says in Christian Healing: “Divine ideas are man’s inheritance;
they are pregnant with all possibility, because ideas are the
foundation and cause of all that man desires.... All the ideas
contained in the one Father-Mind are at the mental command
of its offspring. Get behind a thing into the mental realm
where it exists as an inexhaustible idea, and you can draw
upon it perpetually and never deplete the source.”
You can never deplete the source! Isn’t that wonderful?
All the goodness of the universe, all the creativity that you
could want is at your disposal. So, what are you going to do
with it?
When we are feeling overwhelmed by options, we often
end up doing nothing— at least for a while. Eventually we
must choose, if we are to move forward in our lives. But how
do we decide what we want to do when faced with so many
options? We talk to God and we ask for guidance. What
interests you? What do you put in the blank: “If I could do or
be anything, I w ould____”? During one of her Sunday
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lessons, Reverend Lauren McLaughlin of Unity Church of
Independence, in Missouri, pointed out, “God guides your
way, but you decide the path.” Ultimately, we are responsible
for choosing how we live our lives. However, it’s nice to know
that God is always there.
For someone who keeps falling under the illusion that
there is only one path she must follow, this advice helps to
clear up my reluctance to move forward. God is guiding us on
whatever path we happen to be. In a sense, which path
doesn’t matter. God is on all the paths. My fear of picking the
wrong path has kept me dragging my feet while I try to decide
which way to go. Truly, all roads lead to our good. Every path
blesses us with the riches of wisdom and understanding. We
receive those blessings by remaining open to and accepting of
those lessons, whatever they may be.
If at First You Don’t Succeed...

My living room needs a fresh coat of paint. I went to the
store the other day and collected dozens of paint chips. I’ve
laid them around the room to see what they look like at
different times of the day. Some already look too bold; others,
too light. I don’t know yet which color I will select, but I am
sure of one thing: I will test a pint of the paint color on the
wall before I commit to buying the quantity I need.
Paint chips are not always accurate, and the color may look
different once it’s on the wall. If I decide that I don’t like the
new paint, I can try another color. Our lives are like that too.
An idea we start to follow may not lead us to a place where we
really want to go. Fortunately, we have the freedom and the
wisdom to change our minds before we go much farther down
that path.
This realization is comforting, because one of my fears is,
What if I choose the wrong thing? Life does not stop because
we change our minds. Life is a process. We get to make
continual adjustments to stay on whatever course we decide
upon. It’s just as when we are driving a car. We don’t notice
that the steering wheel is in constant motion, back and forth.
Next time you are riding in (not driving!) a vehicle, watch the
steering wheel. The driver constantly makes subtle

Is th ere som e a re a of your

adjustments just to go straight.
Why is this? There are bumps in the road that affect the
way the wheels pull. Our tires may not be evenly inflated and
the road may be slightly graded to one side to allow the rain to
run off. Just as in life, there are myriad external forces that
affect our forward progress. Often we adjust for them
unconsciously, especially if we have a bit of driving experience
under our belts.
Allow Yourself to Be Creative

It is when we are on a new road that we become conscious
of having to go a little more to the left, now a little more to the
right. Unfamiliarity heightens our awareness. I hope that you
allow yourselves to be in unfamiliar territory from time to

life where you are stopping
up the flow of ideas?
time, whether physically or mentally. We learn new things
about ourselves when we try something different.
I always used to say, “I’m not a poet.” I stopped myself
from doing that because I realized I was unconsciously
limiting myself. I was not allowing myself to be a poet, so I
didn’t try to write poetry. Now I try and I am considering
entering a poem in a poetry contest. It is not my goal to win,
although that would be nice.
If I shape my poem to the point that I am comfortable to
enter the contest, then I have already won. I have allowed my
creativity, the life force of the universe, to flow through me. I
am fully alive.
Is there some area of your life where you are stopping up
the flow of ideas? “I can’t” and “I’m not” are boulders in the
middle of the idea stream. Sometimes as we grow up, we stop
up our creativity. I think a lot of our stress is due to not
allowing ourselves to go out and play. We equate maturity
with seriousness. We pick and choose which divine ideas
sound “appropriate for someone our age.” We forget that joy
is a divine idea too! When was the last time you went out into
the yard or to a park after a rain and splashed in the puddles
with the birds? Why don’t you?
Put On Your Life Preserver

I can’t emphasize enough the importance of going within
for guidance when you are bobbing around in a sea of ideas.
God’s guidance is like a life preserver that holds you up so you
can see dry land. That dry land is your potential in
manifestation. Your guidance will help you see the steps
necessary to get there. Most of our confusion comes from not
being clear about who we are and what we want out of life.
Guidance will send you ideas that you would not have
consciously thought of yourself. If it’s an idea that surprises
you, so much the better.

There is no lack in all
God-sent ideas usually shake us out of our doldrums and
sometimes shock us into blustering denial: “I can’t do that!”
That response is a sure sign that you have placed a boulder in
your stream. Take a deep breath and take the plunge. Trust
God to get you to where you are being led.
There is no lack in all the universe, despite appearances to
the contrary. There is only stopped-up potential. Sometimes
getting to dry land is just a matter of one splash at a time. ■

Bernadette P. Swanson is a staff writer for Unity Magazine. She graduated from Unity’s
Continuing Education Program and serves on the board of trustees at Unity Churcn of
Independence in Missouri. She resides in Lee’s Summit, Missouri, with her husband
and daughter.
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Getting into the flow of one’s life is the essence of
prosperity. It is not as difficult as it might seem,
but a simple decision that is ours to make.

Into the Flow?
I have a memory from my growing-up years of sitting by the brook that ran
through the woods on our farm in Maine, resting on the rocky slope near
water’s edge at a place where the stream narrows and turns to rapids. I loved
that spot. Tree branches were thin there, allowing sunshine to fall on my face
and warm the rocks. Relaxing in the forest, I’d listen to the music of the fast
running stream as it gushed over and around the rocks.
That image from my childhood returned to me recently as I read the
words of H. Emilie Cady: “A pool cannot be kept clean and sweet and
renewed unless there is an outlet as well as an inlet. It is our business to keep
both the inlet and outlet open, and God’s business to keep the stream flowing
in and through us.”
I have come to see that Cady’s idea is the key to abundance. And I have
learned that life is, in many ways, like that stream. Life abounds in nature, and
nature gives in fullness—new buds each spring, harvests each fall, glorious
sunrises and sunsets, air to breathe, beauty to enjoy, and plants and animals in
infinite variety. The world is in motion— currents of rivers, tides of the oceans,
clouds drifting across the sky, breezes stirring the air. Life is flow.
The Flow of Our Thoughts

We might even become aware of this flow in our thoughts, feeling the
outward flow when we’re grateful, generous, and open-hearted, sensing its
cessation when we clutch and withhold.
H. Emilie Cady recognized flow in forgiveness, defining it as “returning
good for evil.” With this in mind, we can see that forgiveness is an opportunity
to mute negative energy directed toward us and transform it into something
positive, thus reversing the flow.
By

BARBARA

BERGEN

“Don’t pack your kindling ..
Travel lig h t...
Trust.”

Eric Butterworth spoke of spiritual flow in The Universe Is
Calling. “The divine flow is always within you. It is an
unborn possibility of limitless life, and yours is the privilege of
giving birth to it,” he wrote. This flow of good from the
Fountainhead—life, love, wisdom, strength, and much
more—is ours to enjoy. Every desire of our heart is fulfilled
when we are open and willing to receive.
The parable of the talents lets us know what can happen if
we impede flow. In this story, a man entrusts his property to
his servants, giving talents “to each according to his ability”
(Mt. 25:15). Two invested the talents entrusted to them. The
talents increased. But one, out of fear, hid his; and for him
there was no increase. Jesus explains, “For to all those who
have, more will be given, and they will have an abundance”
(Mt. 25:29). Those who have? Have what? A consciousness
in the flow, a consciousness that does not cling, clutch, or
hoard but gives freely out of fullness and faith. So the
important question is not, What do we give? but What do we
give from? And that’s ours to decide.
Or consider the great Old Testament story of Elisha and
the widow’s oil. In this story, a widow comes upon hard times

and goes to Elisha, the prophet, for help. She has large debts
and few resources. A creditor has come to take her two
children and make them slaves. Elisha asks the woman if she
has anything in the house. She says she has nothing except a
jar of oil. He tells her to take that, borrow more, and begin
pouring. She follows his advice, fills many vessels, sells the oil,
and with the money pays off her debts (2 Kings 4:1-7).
H. Emilie Cady, referring to this story, wrote, “Elisha
understood the divine law of working, and put himself into
harmony with it; then God Himself, the substance of all
things, became manifest as the unlimited supply—a supply
which could easily have flowed until this time had there been
need and vessels enough.”
When my husband and I were newly married, our family
of four lived on one paycheck. It was difficult at times to
make money stretch. I remember passing up many desires of
the heart because I was fearful the money would not be there.
Then one day the thought came: God is your source. It was
the conviction of a truth beyond what appeared. It unblocked
the place within my own thinking that held me back, and flow
resumed.
Don’t Pack Your Kindling, Barbara

Trust is the foundation of flow. Years ago I went camping
with a friend who had mastered flow and tried to teach me. It
was a time in my life when I carried a heavy load and
struggled under its burden, a burden I didn’t want to let go of.
He shared with me the principle of all successful camping with
words I have never forgotten: “Don’t pack your kindling,
Barbara ... Travel light... Trust.” I have often thought back to
that time, to the wisdom of his words and the example he put
before me—few possessions and lots of faith. I’ve tried to live
that way.
Traveling light can mean more than getting rid of physical
stuff. Sometimes it means letting go of thoughts—
resentments, failures, disappointments that keep us stuck.
Releasing them creates space for new attitudes and new
possibilities. So I’ve found it helpful now and then to take a
thought inventory. Tuning in to my inner dialogue, I ask
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myself: Is this way of thinking really helpful? Do these
thoughts move me in the direction I want to go? If not, I let
go of them by substituting a God-thought. This changes the
direction of the flow of my thoughts and opens me to new,
more productive ideas.
Jesus also told us to travel light. “Consider the lilies of the
field,” He said, “how they grow; they neither toil nor spin, yet
I tell you, even Solomon in all his glory was not clothed like
one of these” (Mt. 6:28-29). Jesus’ actions matched His
words. He didn’t pack His kindling. Following this principle
helps us keep the inlet and outlet clear of obstacles.
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Rising Above Fear

Touch, a

Fear is one of the big obstacles—an illusion created by the
way we choose to think. If not checked, fear can immobilize
us. But if we remember that fear is only a temporary energy,
not a solid permanent thing, it can’t stop us for long. Aligning
with the power and presence of God within, we learn to rise
above fear (or work through it) until it dissipates. Rejection,
disappointment, failure, the words of others—all of these can
lead to blocks that impede the flow. All are fear-based, but
Spirit is greater.
“Praise the Lord! O give thanks to the Lord, for he is good;
for his steadfast love endures forever” (Ps. 106:1), the Psalmist
proclaimed. Words such as these, felt in the heart as they are
spoken by the lips, remind us that God’s abundance is always
present, continually being offered. Grateful, open hearts keep
the inlet and outlet clear. Then we give freely, and flow is
restored.
A minister friend of mine spoke of a time when he
counseled someone who had an enormous debt. No visible
way of acquiring money was evident, and fear was setting in.
“Give something,” my friend advised. “It might be just a
little, and it doesn’t even need to be money. But give
something!” It would be a step in restoring flow.
“The divine Father of us all is forever trying to manifest
Himself in what the dear Scottish minister, George
MacDonald, called ‘a reckless extravagance of abundance,’ ”
H. Emilie Cady observed. “He might have manifested
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Himself in a few flowers; but instead He fills to overflowing
the very brooksides, the unused and often unseen valleys with
a perfect wealth of foliage and beautiful blossoms. He gives
from the very joy of giving.”
Are we open to the flow? We must each decide.
I think back to the brook of my childhood, with its foamy
water tripping over rocks as it sang its way to the sea, and I
think it might have been trying to tell me to let go. It might
have been saying: “Trust God ... Let all that stuff go ... Come
with me ... Enjoy the journey... See what awesome discoveries
await you.” Because I’ve been able to do that with greater ease
recently, life has become a joy-filled journey. And God’s
abundance, which was there all along, has come more tangibly
into view.
My eyes and ears are more spiritually attuned now. I hear
the gentle invitation “Let go ... Come with me.” It invites me.
It invites you. Shall we step into the flow? ■

Your life will be influencedior good
or ill by the kinds of
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Your Power
H o Create!
Prosperity
We are in an age of great change.
Giant corporations are stream lining
their workforces to reflect the need for
greater efficiencies of operation and to
respond to the im pact of autom ation.
Whole industries are either being
elim inated or are moving into new fields
The result? Jobs once considered to be
secure are being elim inated. Many
workers are being faced with the need to
undergo retraining for new fields of
work. Many persons are launching out
in entrepreneurial endeavors, calling
for faith and vision and the need to tap
into the universal flow of substance.
Septem ber ■ 2000

We must begin to face the possibility
outer manifestatior
Healthful is a common word that connotes “conducive to
health”—that is, good food, plenty of rest, and an
environment of high vibrations. There is no word, however,
that relates to the things that make for a personal experience
of wealth—and there should be. So I have taken the liberty of
coining the word wealthful. It is a wonderful word. I
recommend it to you. Use it often.
There is a great need to establish ourselves in those things
that are conducive to prosperity. We need to turn the focus of
attention away from lack, layoffs, and limitations, and on to
the omnipresence of universal substance. We can see it in the
everywhere presence of life all through nature, and we can feel
it in the endless flow of creative ideas that issues forth from
our minds in moments of inspiration. Just as there are
experiences that are healthful to us, so are there experiences
that are “wealthful.”
Expose yourself constantly to wealthful ideas—think
prosperity, think substance, think affluence. Your life will be
influenced for good or ill by the kinds of thoughts that rule
your mind and manifest themselves in your world.
The Universal Flow

Can you accept Emerson’s dictum that you are born to be
rich or inevitably to grow rich by the use of your faculties? If
not, perhaps you are hung up on the age-old confusion of
godliness with poverty. Lack and limitation of any kind are
aberrations in an opulent universe. Any person who is
experiencing lack is, in some way, living in opposition to the
universal flow.
When we establish ourselves in the consciousness of God,
the whole universe moves to flow into us with its abundance
of life and substance. This is obviously what Jesus had in
mind when He said, “But strive first for the kingdom of God
and his righteousness, and all these things will be given to you
as well” (Mt. 6:33).

that financial problems may be the
of inner states of consciousness.
It has been commonly assumed that in times of economic
reverses, we are all victims of a strange malaise about which
there is little that can be done other than to wait and see.
However, the study of the laws of spiritual economics reveals
that there is much we can do, personally for ourselves, and in
concert for our country and our world.
The belief is all too common that financial limitation is
simply a quirk of bad luck (“I have been down on my luck
lately”) or the result of the capricious will of God. So,
ordinary people may hope for better things, and they may
even try to change their luck by playing the lottery. They may
also fantasize about happy and abundant living. But they will
make little or no attempt to be other than what they believe
themselves to be—and financial limitation is part of what they
believe themselves to be.
Even as most physical ills are now considered to be
psychosomatic in origin, so we must begin to face the
possibility that financial problems may be the outer
manifestation of inner states of consciousness. There is no
such thing as a purely financial problem unrelated to the false
attitudes and emotions that caused it or to a healthy attitude
or emotion that can cure it.
True Prosperity

ipmiv

The word affluence is an overworked word in our time,
usually implying cars and houses and baubles of all kinds. Its
literal meaning is “an abundant flow”— not things at all.
When we are consciously centered in the universal flow, we
experience inner direction and the unfoldment of creative
activity. Things come too, but prosperity is not just having
things. It is the consciousness that attracts these things.
The word prosperity comes from the Latin root which
literally translates “according to hope” or “to go forward
hopefully.” Thus it is not so much a condition in life as it is an
attitude toward life. The truly prosperous person is one who
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“Keep moving
in the direction of your dream s.”
—Henry David Thoreau

is experiencing what Jesus referred to as the life more
abundant.
Prosperity is a way of living and thinking, and not just
money or things. Poverty is a way of living and thinking, and
not just a lack of money or things.
Considered in the broadest sense, prosperity is “spiritual
well-being.” This involves the whole experience of healing life,
satisfying love, abiding peace and harmony as well as a
sufficiency of what Aristotle called the furniture of fortune.
Too often the tendency is for teacher and student to become
so preoccupied with the demonstration of jobs and bank
accounts as to forget that the person is a whole creature in a
whole universe. We have been erroneously conditioned to
believe that our lives are completely shaped by what happens
around us and to us. But life is lived from within out. It is
not what happens “out there,” but what we do or think about
what happens.
What Is Required

The starting point in realizing prosperity is to accept
responsibility for your own thoughts, thus taking charge of
your life. You are not responsible for what is said in the Wall
Street Journal, or what comes out of Washington in the form
of economic indicators, but you are very much responsible for
what you think about these things. You cannot afford to let
the so-called experts decide how you are going to think and
feel, for how you think and feel about the economy in general
and your financial affairs in particular will invariably
determine what you experience.
Make a commitment to get yourself and keep yourself in
the positive stream of life. Refuse to indulge in casual
conversation about the bad economy, the high cost of living,
or about anything you really do not want to say yes to.

Eliminate such thoughts as “I can’t,” “I’m afraid,” and “There
is not enough” from your consciousness. Talk only about the
things you want to see live and grow. Keep your thoughts
centered in the ideas of abundance, self-sufficiency, and well
being. And occasionally give yourself a consciousness boost
by affirming something like:
God is my instant, constant, and abundant source of supply.
In a regular meditation practice, work on the realization
that you are surrounded by a divine presence which wishes for
you only good because you are expressing its life. The exciting
Truth is that God will make you prosperous and successful in
all your ways if you do not make it too hard for God. Infinite
Mind will put ideas into your mind, words into your mouth,
creativity into your hands, boundless opportunity before you,
and guiding light on your way. All that is required is that you
keep yourself centered in the creative flow, keep in tune
through positive thoughts, keep responsive by your faith, and
as Thoreau would say, “Keep moving in the direction of your
dreams.” ■
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Friendship on \lour Journey
W ould you like to join w ith others like yourself who are
traveling the spiritual path? A Unity church or center near
y o u o ffe rs w o n d e rfu l o p p o r tu n itie s fo r fe llo w s h ip ,
spiritual growth, learning, and service. If you w ould like
to know th e lo ca tio n of a U nity c h u rch or c e n te r n e a r
you, sim ply call 1-800-669-0282 an d ask for a listing of
churches or m ark the space on the order form on page 79
and we will send you a listing.
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Pilate’s question, “What is truth?”
(Jn. 18:38), is the cry of every person’s soul at
some time in his or her existence. Even as Jesus
stood silently before Pilate as the revealed answer,
so the Christ in everyone silently awaits
recognition as the Truth of his or her being.
Truth is the state in which Spirit dwells, a
state of perfection that is eternally, creatively
active. Truth may be briefly defined as the action
of Spirit. As such, it is unlimited in nature and
cannot be confined within the restrictions of
time or space. In other words, Truth once voiced
is true under any circumstances for all eternity.
When Moses delivered the Ten
Commandments to the Children of Israel, he
voiced the Truth God had revealed to him
concerning the relationship of people to their
Creator and to their fellows. The Ten
Commandments, in the form in which Moses
gave them, served as a basis of right action
toward God and humanity for the unruly,
primitive people that Moses led out of Egyptian
bondage. Each commandment is an
embodiment of Truth; therefore, the form can be
changed to meet the needs of all people, at all
times, under all conditions.
Truth is capable of limitless expansion. For
this reason, we find the essential Truth embodied
in the Ten Commandments to be not only the
basis of right spiritual and moral conduct, but
also the basis for establishing permanent
prosperity.

The first commandment is the very foundation of Christianity:
“You shall have no other gods before me.” We are to acknowledge
no other source of life, love, wisdom, and power than our Creator.
Only with this secure foundation can we bring into manifestation
our spiritual perfection. In this same commandment, we find the
only sound basis for the manifesting of permanent prosperity. It is
prosperity’s first commandment: You shall look to no other source
but God for your supply.
The history of poverty in the race of humankind and in the lives
of individuals can be directly traced to a lack of faith in God as the
source of all supply. With faith in God, we fear no evil, and poverty
is an evil.
It is of no use to try to idealize poverty. The idea that there are
spiritual benefits accruing from it made possible the appalling
condition of the masses during the Middle Ages. The people of that
time suffered under mental inertia, passivity of mind that accepted
their woeful condition because a corrupt clergy, working hand in
glove with the state, led them to believe that those who bowed
under the yoke and served the church and ruling classes faithfully
laid up treasure in heaven. They were taught that heaven was a
place to which they went when they died, but Jesus taught that
heaven is the all-embracing harmony of the kingdom of God within
every person.
When Jesus revealed God as Spirit, living intelligence, He made
it easier for us to understand God’s omnipresence as a creative
power instantly ready to respond to the call of faith, limitless supply
ever seeking expression in form.
The first step, then, in manifesting supply is to establish faith in
omnipresent spiritual substance as the source of all that is. We
reason after this fashion: God is my supply. God is spiritual
substance everywhere present. Therefore, my supply is everywhere
present. My acknowledgment of God’s omnipresent, spiritual
substance delivers it into my life as the fulfillment of my needs.
Jesus summed this up very simply in His instructions
concerning prayer. He told us that we are first to seek
(acknowledge) the presence of God, and then ask, believing that we

receive (accept) the good desired. Such prayer is obeying
prosperity’s first commandment and looking to God as the only
source of supply. This was the way He taught the disciples to pray.
First seek God’s presence, “Our Father in heaven” (Mt. 6:9), and
then ask for the need of the day, “Give us this day our daily bread”
(Mt. 6:11). Seven short, simple words; no begging, no beseeching;
just a cup of faith lifted to the infinite Good to be filled to
overflowing. Countless numbers use this prayer daily, but it fulfills
its purpose only when the heart is filled with faith in God’s presence
and in God’s infinite creative power ready and waiting to be
transformed into the desire of the heart. The words themselves are
a “coverall” designed to cover every possible need of mind and
body. Bread, in the language of mysticism, is substance, the
invisible energy of Divine Mind, which is the essence of all form.
When we say, “Give us this day our daily bread,” we are asking of
God, “Give us all that we need of Thy spiritual substance in
whatever form we need it this day.”
Jesus said, “According to your faith let it be done to you”
(Mt. 9:29). Have faith in the omnipresence of God, for such faith
enables you to say with assurance: I cannot step out of God’s
abundant good. Have faith in God’s goodwill for you. This faith
will enable you to affirm: Because I am God’s supreme creation, I
cannot claim too much of God. My Father created me a channel of
His own almightiness, an organ of His activity, and a vehicle of
expression for Him. Such faith is obeying prosperity’s first
commandment: You shall look to no other source but God for your
supply. ■

Georgiana Tree West founded the Unity Center of Practical Christianity in New York City in 1938.
She made her transition in 1974.

Prav with________
Silent Unity
We are all one family—God’s family—a
family of faith and love. As we join in prayer, we
acknowledge God as our beloved Creator.
United in prayer, we form a partnership with
God and one another, and we draw close in a
spirit of love, faith, and hope.
We pause now in these quiet moments with
hearts open to God’s blessings in a sacred
partnership of prayer.

Silent Unity
shines as the
symbol of the
light of God
within you
and of the

Centered in Your presence, dear God, I join
my spiritual family in a prayerful partnership
that blesses the world.

connection we
share in prayer.
Join us now for
a quiet moment

Sweet spirit of God, Your presence is the very
essence of peace. I feel Your nearness in every
beat of my heart, every breath I take. In Your
presence, I am serene.
I feel Your peace permeating every fiber of
my being. As I let it fill me, I radiate it to others,
and I become an instrument of peace. I envision
every member of my worldwide family radiant
with peace and filled with love for one another.
With Your peace to sustain me, I have inner
strength that gives me courage, hope that
brightens each day, poise that helps me meet any
challenge. Quietly now, I rest in Your presence.
You are my sacred partner, God, and I trust
You to guide me along life’s paths, to keep my
steps steady and sure, and to help me discover
new joys along the way. With timeless wisdom,

of prayer and
reflection.

You counsel me and show me the wisest course of action to take.
I breathe deeply now and relax, secure in the knowledge that
You are my true guide. Decisions come more easily as I pause and
reflect on Your wisdom within me.
With each breath I take, I open my heart and mind further to
Your inspiration and direction ... in the stillness.
Dear God, these quiet moments help me remember who I am—
Your beloved creation and Your partner in maintaining good
health. Because I am created in Your image and likeness, I am filled
with Your perfect life, which holds the potential for robust health.
I follow Your guidance in all health matters, and together we
keep my body strong and healthy. I focus my attention on the
vitality and renewing energy that You are.
I envision Your healing life flowing through every atom and cell
to revitalize me and restore wholeness to every fiber of my being as
I rest... in the silence.
Beloved God, You not only created me and the members of my
spiritual family, You created a bountiful world as our home. You
are the true source of substance which sustains me, beauty which
nourishes my soul, supply which meets my needs, and all that I
require to live life fully moment by moment.
Because of Your generous provision, I am a prosperous being.
You provide more than enough love to assure me of happy, healthy
relationships and resources that help me express my divine nature.
You inspire me to draw upon Your abundance to make my world a
better place.
What a precious time this has been, a time to develop a deeper
awareness of God. As these moments draw to a close, we continue
to give thanks for our partnership with God. ■

For prayer help, call Silent Unity: 816-969-2000. We invite you to attend our prayer service at
11 a.m. (Central time) Monday through Thursday, in the Silent Unity Chapel.

I ’ve always wondered

Thomas Shepherd

A b o u t...
Dear Tom: I’ve always wondered why the apostle
Paul never told any stories about Jesus. He lived at
the same time; surely, he knew events in the
Master’s life. What about the parables, or the
Sermon on the Mount, or the loaves and fishes?
Whether you read about Paul in Acts or look at his
letters, you find a lot of Christ and very little Jesus.
Why?— TQ, Denver, Colorado

Here is an
opportunity to
ask questions
and receive

Dear TQ: Excellent question, and very
insightful. As far as I can tell, Paul tells only one
“story” about Jesus in the seven undisputed
Pauline letters. It is his brief description of the
Last Supper in 1 Corinthians 11:23-26. And
although the Paul we meet in Acts is Luke’s
literary character and not the historic Saul of
Tarsus, even Luke’s Paul tells little of Jesus’
earthly life— not a parable, not an incident, not a
story.
There are several possible reasons for this.
Pirst, he wasn’t there during the years when Jesus
wandered with the disciples, so Paul may not
have been able to speak with authority about
those times. Less charitably, one might speculate
that he simply didn’t know the details and never
took the time to learn. Besides, telling the Jesus
stories was the teaching province of eyewitnesses
like Peter, James, and John. Gospel writers like
Mark, Luke, and Matthew came later, after most
of the first generation had died as martyrs,
hollowing their work would be theologians like
the unknown authors of John; Deutero-Pauline

answers about
issues of
interest in your
spiritual search.

works like Ephesians, Hebrews, Colossians, and the so-called
“pastoral letters” like Titus and Timothy; and wildly speculative
books like Revelation, which was the lone example of that genre to
make it into the New Testament canon.
Each New Testament author pursues his goals and employs the
tools that will make his point. For Paul, the historical Jesus only
serves as a staging area to launch the risen Christ into the heavens.
He is utterly committed to faith in the resurrected Lord as the path
to salvation. Paul is less concerned with stories and more with
doctrine, because he believed it was through right thinking that a
person would be transformed.
Of course, metaphysical Christians today can agree with this
premise without necessarily accepting his formula for achieving it.
Most of us find the Jesus stories to be enlightening and revelatory.
They show us how the human-divine paradox within each of us can
transcend its limits and become the Christ. Jesus was kinetic
divinity, God in motion. Since He was also fully human, His
accomplishment awaits our efforts to become reality in our lives
too.
Dear Tom: I love your column. It’s the first place I turn to when I get
my Unity Magazine. But I was disappointed in your dismissal of
astrology as “pseudoscience.” Isn’t that a little uncharitable?—MB,
Los Angeles, California
Dear MB: I hope not. When I agreed to write this column, I told
the editors I’d probably upset a few people occasionally—not that it
takes a psychic to figure that out! What I have tried to do is speak
the truth plainly as I see it, allowing people the wiggle room to
disagree. Charles Fillmore did the same thing. On at least one
documented occasion, someone quoted from a Unity book in one
of Mr. Fillmore’s classes and the great metaphysician thoughtfully
disagreed. We clergy are not authorities, but fellow seekers. You
are the authority. You must study, pray, meditate, and decide for
yourself what is Truth. Seek no guru; follow no master but the
Christ within. And if your guidance leads you to astrology, then

praise God and study the star charts. But it doesn’t ring true for
me, nor was it important for the Fillmores.
Dear Tom: Who would you say are the four greatest living
metaphysical teachers?—MT, Miami, Florida
Dear MT: Now I’m REALLY going to get into trouble. I’ll tell you
what—-let me give you my list, then let me invite all my readers to
nominate one or two great spiritual teachers in their lives, with
explanations of why they think it’s so. That could be highly
interesting.
Since you specified “living metaphysical teachers,” I’ll have to
say that there are many, many more than four. However, to
complete my homework as you assigned it, this is my list of great
teachers, the people on my “balcony” whom I look up to for
spiritual/theological insight (in alphabetical order): Eric
Butterworth, Johnnie Colemon, James Dillet Freeman, Catherine
Ponder.
Eric Butterworth and James Dillet Freeman are the deans of
New Thought Christianity. They have been the entry point for so
many of us into this exciting world of Unity that they can truthfully
be said to have spiritual children and grandchildren in the millions.
Johnnie Colemon is founder of the Universal Foundation for Better
Living and a national treasure; her work has been acknowledged by
Presidents. Catherine Ponder has a worldwide ministry through
which she teaches us how to be prosperous, healthy, and whole.
There are others, many others. I’m curious to hear from my
readers about the people on their “balconies.” ■

Submit questions to: I've Always Wondered About
Unity Magazine, 1901 NW Blue Parkway
Unity Village, MO 64065-0001
Thomas Shepherd is assistant executive director for the Universal Foundation for Better Living. An 1
ordained Unity minister and retired Army chaplain, Shepherd is the author of the Unity book Friends
in High Places. He holds a master of divinity degree from Lancaster Theological Seminary.

Janet K. McNamara

It seem s to
Me

As I write this, millions of people in seven
states around the country are hurriedly buying
lottery tickets for potentially the biggest jackpot
ever! The odds of winning the more than 350
million dollar jackpot are 76 million to one. Not
very good are they? In fact, you have a much
better chance of being struck by lightning!
Now, I am not saying I haven’t bought a lottery ticket before,
because I have. But I like to think I am wise enough not to see my
prosperity in a potential lottery win. But where do we find our
prosperity, our abundance? Is it something to be found7.
Author Jan DeVries realized abundance while sitting in a field of
flowers: “Prosperity, I came to see, is really a state of consciousness.
It is always among us, awaiting our full awakening to it.” Staff
writer Bernadette Swanson reminded us that God’s supply is
limitless: “You can never deplete the source!”
So, why do we feel the supply is limited? Sometimes we have
faith in the stock market or in our leaders to make us prosperous.
We have made an investment in things outside of ourselves— not in
God’s abundant universe or in ourselves. Author Marie Jones tells
us, “The best investment you’ll ever make is in ... YOU!”
So, if you invest in yourself as God’s heir; if you strengthen your
relationship with your loving, rich parent; if you “bring the full
tithe into the storehouse,” will God not “open the windows of
heaven and pour down for you an overflowing blessing”?
(Mai. 3:10) No stock, no bond, no financial guru can guarantee
you such a return on your investment.
Think I’ll pass on the lottery ticket this week. What about you?
Please join us next month. We can’t wait to share with you
wonderful, life-affirming principles for overcoming fear. ■
Janet K. McNamara is an ordained Unity minister. She has been a member of the Unity Magazine I
staff for more than twelve years. Janet earned a bachelor of journalism degree from the University
of Missouri at Columbia. She lives in Lee’s Summit, Missouri, with her husband and two sons.
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M E D IT A T IO N
A N D PR A Y ER

This book will be a valued companion to
anyone seeking a deeper spiritual life through
the practices of meditation and prayer.
143 pp„

$9.95, softcover,
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S pirit

by M ary-A lice a n d R ichard Jafolla
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Prayer
Cvmim] Home tv Spirit

The Jafollas’ inspirational book will help
you come to an understanding of what prayer
is, why we pray, whether prayers are always
answered, and much, much more.
$10.95, softcover,
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True Stories

of

A nswered P rayer

by R osem ary Ellen G uiley

The author relates more than 150 true
stories of human encounters with life’s
most stressful situations and the divine
answers delivered through prayer.
$12.95, softcover,

192 pp„

ISBN
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by Coco R am os

Specifically intended for meditation, relaxation, and inspiration,
this is a collection of soothing piano melodies for the soul.
features four distinct and separate
piano pieces that will take you on a journey of inner peace and
tranquillity. The free-flowing musical compositions give you a
choice of lengths and melodies that will easily fit into your busy
lifestyle and schedule.
In n er Tim e, In n e r Tem po

Listen to it and enjoy a total meditation experience that is
enhanced by the beautiful music composed, arranged, and
performed by Coco Ramos.
Please use the convenient order form on page 79.
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